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Ludw ig’s new schedule
University changes closing time in Ludwig to 10 p.m. on weekdays
► MATTHEW CAWVEY
mcawvey@olivet.edu

Senior Michael Flowers is
spending less time hanging, out at
his usual comer in the Common
Grounds coffee shop.
“I go somewhere where I can
spend a lot more time, generally,
like the Olde Oak lounge or the
library,” Flowers said last week.
“But, Imean, (in) the library, you
can’t really hang out and chat and
whatnot.” .
Flowers’predicament follows a
reduction in open hours at Lud
wig because o f low student u s e
last year soon before closing.
Sodexo food services cut hours
for its coffee shop and conve
nience store after noticing a <4very
low turnout” of students during
Ludwig’s last two hours, said Ed
Daugherty, Sodexo general man
ager.
Kathy Steinacker, the associate^ has heard of student reaction hi-:
dean for community life, said her ’ directly from her fellow Ludwig
employees found that an average workers, ■ •;
of only 10-15 students were in
“Some students like the new
the basement of Ludwig at any hours,” she said, but most “wish
one time in the two hours before it was still open the same hours as
closing.
last year.”, .
, ~
The decision, Steinacker and
Any discontent about the new
Daugherty said,, is not inflexible.
hours seems confined at the peerSteinacker said that key in a to-peer level, as Allen said she has
possible decision to expand hours not had an official meeting with
again are students who use the Steinacker. Steinacker said no
facility and student workers in students have brought the issue to
Ludwig, who are supposed to student development, which is in.
pass along the responses of their charge of Ludwig’s hours.
peers.
With Ludwig closing at 10 p.m.
Samantha Allen, a Red Room on weeknights, students could go
attendant and student manager in to Benner Library until it shuts
the basement of Ludwig, said she down two hours later. One poten
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tial attraction for these students ■
is the library’s computers, said
Kirsten Lathrop, evening circu
lation supervisor.
“I’m a little concerned about
people coming to do social net
working and YouTube and things
like that, which would be noisy
and limit the amount of comput
ers used by students for schoolwork,” she said.
More students coming to the
library for leisure might also af
fect group space, Lathrop added.
“If we’re getting more groups/
• of people just hanging out, it’s
PHOTO .BY MATTHEW CAWVEY
going to affect where groups can Junior Ember W ard, barista at Common Grounds,
work and where individuals are scoops ice out o f the smoothie machine as she prepares
•going to work as well.”
to close at 10 p.m.

Agenda in progress for faculty
► JESSICA COHEA

petence’, and ‘mean
and polls are given.
ingful methods of j
For example, the
jcohea@olivet.edu
community-engagi- |
course-end evalua
T
hif/hounty
and
our
broader
ment, ’” Chenoweth
tions are given at the
said.
end of each semester
church com m unity should
A new plan for the Olivet fac
The first crite
to get feedback from
ulty is in the works called March
rion is meaningful
he the better for O liv et h eing
the students on their
Toward Meaning. This initiative
scholarship. This is
feelings about each
encourages growth in three areas
here.
more for the faculty
individual class.
of the campus: scholarship, pro
though, rather than
afL
Chenoweth said
gram competence and community
-Dr.
Gregd
Chenowe
the students.
I these
evaluations
engagement.
Dr. Jay Martin
w
“create
impersonal
Gregg Chenoweth, vice presi
son, chairman of the
¿ r data,” but die way
dent for academic affhirs, said the
communication de
the comments and.
plan was launched this past year
A TV professor might produce a
partment^ said fac
critiques are used be
and will continue through 2014,
ulty members should be working documentary.”
comes beneficial.
the next university accreditation
The second portion is meaning
on their specific disciplines and
Chenoweth gave an example of
visit.
ful measures of program compe how program competence works.
“sharpening their skills.”
The agenda, Chenoweth said, is
For example, Martinson said, tence. Chenoweth said this part
“Our Biology Department re
geared toward “meaning” in the
“A music professor might pro will address the understanding cently analyzed seven years worth
actions taken on campus.
duce a CD of his/her piano peri faculty have of their academic of data to determine that they have
“We’re focusing on ‘mean
formance. A [political science] . departments.
a 93 percent success rate in medi
ingful scholarship’, ‘meaningful.
To better understand these areas cal school applications, while the
teacher might publish an article
measures of our program com
in a journal, or work on a book. of concern, evaluations, surveys national norm is just 47 percent,”

he explained.
Knowing information such as
this will help the faculty grasp
their effectiveness in the class
room.
-*
The final section of March To
ward Meeting is community en
gagement. By becoming active in
the community, faculty and stu
dents put their knowledge to the
test while at the same time help
ing others.
“This county and our broader
church community should- be
the better for Olivet being here,”
Chenoweth said.
The policy has been initiated to
help students.
. “If we want to maximize our
contribution to students and the
kingdom of God, we need an ex
plicit agenda with support systems
to get there,” Chenoweth said.
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Seven new professors hired
Journalism professor relocates to Olivet from South Africa
► REBECCA MOISIO
rmoisio@olivet.edu

' This year, journalism students
have a new professor, Thaylta
Swanepoel.
Swanepoel is the newest pro
fessor in the communication
department and has the goal of
turning journalism into a “very
strong major.” This semester, she
is teaching two introductory jour
nalism classes along with Lay
out and Design, Communication
Ethics and College Publication
Practicum. Next spring, she will
teach a Public Relations course
and Beat Journalism.
Prof Swan, as her stadents call
her, was bom in Kwa-Natal, a
South African costal town.
“I was a beach baby,” she said
with a smile..
Swanepoel started as a law stu
dent, but after two years decided
that if was not for her, so she
switched to communication and
graduated with a degree in jour
nalism and audio/visual media
from Potchefstroom University.
Swanepoel worked for many
years as a journalist. She also
dabbled in public relations work
and advertising for a few years.

In 2003, after 17 years of work
ing in the media field, Swanepoel
turned to teaching.
“I just contacted North-West
University to continue my mas
ters,” she said. But when a teach
ing job popped up, she applied
and was hired.
Her first trip to America was in
1998.
“I really liked it. It was differ
ent,” Swanepoel said. Then she
came again in 2006. “My hus
band [Andre] said, ‘You know we
could live here.”
It was then that they entered
what Swanepoel called the “green
card lottery.” It was not a simple
process of filling out an applica
tion - there is no guarantee that
you will get a green card. After
a process of two and a half years
“we wonfeshe said simply.
She started looking for work in
America, the Olivet job crossed
her path and the rest was history.
Swanepoel came over to Amer
ica with her husband and three
children - two 11-year-old twin
daughters and a 15-year-old son.
They seem to be enjoying their
time in a different country as
well.
“I think they love it It’s diflfer-

PHOTO SUBMITTED BY THALYTA SWANEPOEL

Professor Thalyta Swanepoel with her fam ily. Swanepoel moved to the U.S. from
South Africa after accepting a job at Olivet as a journalism professor.
ent far them. There are no com Such things do not happen in ing about half of her students
South Africa, where mail will dis gone on a regular basis. However,
plaints,” Swanepoel said.
There are many things that appear en route. She finds it weird while the students are there every
Swanepoel finds interesting, but that American’s are “eating sweet day, there isn’t much dialog in
weird in the United States. For things all the time for breakfast” class.
“I find them very quiet,” she
instance, she is fascinated by though she insists that American
said. “I thought that I’d have
garbage disposals - they remind women have “good legs”.
In terms of American students, more interaction. I find that very
her of the Flintstones. “It’s a fun
Swanepoel admits that she is “not weird.”
thing for me.”
She also loves writing checks used to having all the students
and getting checks in the mail. there”’ She is accustomed to hav
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Local church hosts Caravan program

boosts I
financial
0NU students help
aid given to § with church’s
incoming’- i j children’s ministry
onu

freshmen
»MELODY KENNELL

mkennell@olivet.edu '

» DOLPHY BISWAS
dbiswas@olivet.edu

It is no longer a normal
. Wednesday evening service anys more for Wildwood Church of the
| Nazarene in Kankakee. It is much
I more than just a Bible study. On
j Sept. 9 the people of the church
| opened their doors to about 35
| young children for a wonderful
| experience of growth and love
I through their Caravan program.
I “Caravan is a weekly ministry
| designed to help children grow
| mentally, physically, socially and
I spiritually,” said Eunice Rono,
j chinch member and one of the
| leaders of Caravan,
j This ministry for children was
I started by some of the church
! members who thought it would be
I a great way to bring the children
I together and give them a space
| for growth and fun. Hany Girgis
was one of the members who conI tacted the Olivet community and
j got some of the ONU students
i and staff involved.
For some students it was way
out of their comfort zone to be
j guides to these children, and for
| some it was a way to jump in,
j help and get involved in volun
tary ministry.

This year, Olivet has more
freshmen than ever before,
and the amount of financial
aid they received is also higher
than in previous years.
,1 Last year,- the average
amount of financial aid an in•coming freshman received was
$21,750. This year the average
is $25,019.
Many factors influenced this
increase. As tuition increases,
the scholarship program be
comes more aggressive, Brad
Thomas, director o f new
__
,
PHOTO BY DOLPHY BISWAS
student financial assistance,
Children and volunteers at Wildwood Church o f the Nazarene sing as a part o f the
said, Every year, the schol
church’s Caravan program!
arship program is revised to
make amends for rising tuition
“It is fun to work with these ^ “1 think disciplinary issues are to a child’s physical, emotional,
costs. H H |
children, and it definitely helps challenging but not too bad yet,’® academic and spiritual develop
n
Another reason for the inme to grow, as a person even said graduate student Ian Cole.
ment,” Seymour said.
| crease is that fre'.hmcn this
while I teach them,” senior Jor-1
Cheryl Seymour, a longtime
At the end of the day it leaves
: .year have a higher composite
dan Kramer said.
member of the church, was also each worker with the satisfaction
.ACT score. Fpr the past seven,
Like all projects; " this "also a part of Caravan programs as and joy to be able to give some
•wheats, the average ACT score
comes with some challenges. she grew up in the Bahamas. She. thing valuable to the children.
^ b f first-time freshmen at Olivet;
Every person working as a guide sees this as an opportunity to give
“It gives me gréât feelings of
-.»was 22.8. This year the average
confirmed that there has been a back to a program that has done satisfaction, as it provides kids
jumped to 23.5. Ten percent
challenge in keeping the children so much for her personally.
with the positive outlet to channel
' of first-time freshmen scored
disciplined in general.
•“This .is a holistic approach their energies,” Seymour said.
5 30 or above, scores which are
; only achieved by three percent
o f students nationally, accord
ing to an article in The Daily
Journal. ,'. ,
| ;v
¿ i. The most common scholarJiship that new students receive
» MATTHEW CAWVEY
is for academics. Almost ev 1
graduate admissions, said that 01cüxm
eryone qualifies for an aca
mcawvey@olivet.edu
iyet increased its scholarships for
demic scholarship, Thomas
incoming band members.
, said. An academic scholarship
The marching band grew by
Students get $2,000 for this
10% off if you show your student I(D
usually pays for 10 to 75 p e r-1 | more than 60 members between scholarship and are eligible to
cent of a student’s tuition.
| last year and this year partly be receive $8,000 over four years,
A new freshman scholarship cause of Olivet’s scholarship ef Schultz said.
260 bJ. Kün$t&AV&
422 $, GtC/VervMtfTf tttoy
was created this year, called the forts, band director Ryan Schultz
More band members, he said,
3
r
a
â
le
y
}
IL
60915
Peotönej IL. 60468
Crawford Leadership Scholar- : said early this month.
allows for an easier time writing
ship. It was awarded to in
815.928.9740
The band went from 72 mem the drills for the students’ move
708.258.6822
coming students who were in bers last year to 135 this year, ments on the field.
volved in community service, ' Schultz said. Eighty of them are
The larger band also allows for
ftmfvUaurimd&f 1
leadership and other outside freshmen.
“a thicker, richer sound,” Schultz
activities not covered in the
Susan Wolff, director of under said. , ,
standard scholarship package.
Over 300 of these scholarships
were given, with amounts be
tween $500 and $2,000.
Other scholarships awarded
through Olivet are for athlet
ics, music and art.
This year, $70.4 million
was awarded in financial aid,
and over $27.6 million of this
came directly from Olivet.
. Of the $27.6 million the
Student THMOOmntM with School TOI
school awarded in financial
aid, $22,6 million went to in
H cdhrew t»
G e l H a ll s
S p e c ia l O c ca slo « S t y l* »
coming students.
C o lo r
Most of the money for aca
" Ä c r y H e H a ll»
M dk« - U p
demic scholarships is donated
H ig h lig h ts
F a c ia l#
S y # L a s h Bsctcasion#
by Nazarene churches in Ol
M lc ro d L e rm a b ra # 4 sm
lÂ g h t T h e r r a p y
ivet’s region - Illinois, Wis
S
Æ
a
n
lc
ru
re
*
S
k
i
n
C
a
w
T h e rap y
consin, Indiana and Michigan;
P r o b le m a t ic S k i a F a c ia l»
Money for scholarships also,
W M lS l|g
comes from individual donors,
tB .E H M t
such as the foundation schol
’• 8 1 M 3 3 L 7 4 0 Î ♦
arship'. for upper classmen
This year, foundation schol
arships came to $936,536..

I

Larger scholarships
lead to bigger band
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NATALEE ANDERSON
nanderso@olivet.edu

Paul Beaty, senior

Currently there are 47 million
Americans who are uninsured.
That is 47 million men, women

and children that are not getting
the proper care that they need and
deserve. We often do not realize
the terror that comes with being
uninsured. I believe that every
person has the inherent right to
be healthy. The president’s new
health care reform will help make
this dream a reality. With the new

reform in health care, Americans
will be paying less for health
care. Currently Americans pay
over $2.2 trillion dollars a year
for health care, which is twice
as much as any other developed
country in the entire world. We
need to stop the skyrocketing
price of health care. Some people
think all this extra money goes
to hospitals and doctors who de
serve the money for providing us
with excellent care, but it goes to
corporations whose only inter
ests are those of the stockholders,
not the patients. The president’s
plan will give power back to the
American patient, let us keep our
doctors and get the treatment we
need. It will ensure that no one
»will' be denied coverage due to a
pre-existing condition, and it will
protect families from going bank
rupt due to their hospital bills.
Most importantly, it will give ev
eryone the quality of life that we
deserve, not just as AmericansB
but as human beings. •
Ethan Burch, freshman

Essentially, the health care plan
is designed to provide health in
surance for every citizen of the
United States. The problem with

the plan is that it basically insti- tutes a government-run system,
in which, the government itself
chooses what doctor you may
patronize, and what care that doc
tor may give you. Barack Obama.
himself was quoted as saying
■Maybe you’re better off not hav-1
ing the surgery, but taking the
painkiller.” In plain English, he’s
saying that it’s time to give up and
die. Grandma needs a pacemaker?
Sorry, she won’t be paying taxes
much longer, so there’s no need to
provide that procedure at the tax
payer’s expense. The health care
plan is a dangerous tool that will •
pull our nation further down the
slippery slope of socialism and
big government.

a fear of big govemmffl% raising
taxes or just simply don’t ap
prove of the administration.
Morgan McGreevy, senior

I believe that President Obama
and the democratic majority in
Congress are acting irresponsi
bly as they attempt to railroad
a comprehensive health care re
form bill through our legislature
with little to no room for the
“robust debate” that Mr. Obama
seems to want in other areas.
There is an inverse relationship
between cost savings associ
ated with health care and expan
sion of coverage. Examples of
this can be found in the famous
“TennCare||: program and the
short-lived Hawaiian universal
Jared Hay, senior
health care program we saw re
There are an estimated 46 mil
cently. It is not possible to open
lion American citizens without
up coverage to a larger portion
health care. Churches, char
of the population while simul
ity and volunteer efforts cannot
taneously cutting costs. It is my
come close to providing the aid
opinion that if the president and
that the United States government
liberal leaders in Congress refuse
is equipped to. As Christians we * to come to terms with reality, we
are called to help die poor and
will saddle ourselves with an un
this seems to be an answer to that
sustainable amount of debt and a
call. All I ask is that we don’t just
government entitlement program
ignore a plan that will help our
that we ecannot get rid of.' if this i
poorest citizens because we have program is instituted, the, future

:irst-hand experience with health care
uestion and answer with senior Paul Bayer
► DANIEL ALLEN

thetime,
time,the
thefrequent
frequentincrease
increaseinin insurance,
the
insurance, but
but after
after about
about three
three
his
heart
rate
from
physical
ac
months
everything
was
worked
dallen2@olivet.edu
tivity could have resulted in life- out. The surgery had cost ap
n President Obama’s re threatening complications. By proximately $200,000 and we
cent address to Congress December of 2007, he was hav were only left with $8,500 to pay.
on health care, he related ing surgery at the nation’s fore Thankfully, the hospital wrote off
a couple of accounts to most heart clinic - The Cleveland the remaining balance. We didn’t
Clinic. The surgery went well, end up paying a dime.
support his idea of incorporating
Paul
is now feeling better, and as
W hat are your initial reac
a “public option” into our health
a
result
of
his
experience
has
an
tions
to the president’s new ini
care system.
intriguing
first-hand
perspective
tiatives
on public health care?
R ‘One man from Illinois lost his
He’s moving way too fast on it.
coverage in the middle of chemo on health care.
I sat down with Paul and lis Trying to revamp a multitrilliontherapy because his insurer found
tened
to his opinions on health dollar system needs to be done
that he hadn’t reported gallstones
care
reform.
with more care and more time.
that he didn’t even know about,”
Could you describe in detail a I feel like his plans will end up
Obama said. “They delayed his
treatment, and he died because little more about the urgency of being a huge mistake, although I
hope that’s not the case. I hope it
of it. That is heart-breaking, it your condition?
In
August
of2007,
a
few
months
won’t end up resembling the Ca-S
is wrong, and no one should be
treated that way in the United after I had been aware of the con nadian or European system where
dition, I couldn’t walk up a flight people have to wait an inordinate
State.s of America.”
While stories like these from of stairs without difficulty. By amount of time for care.
How would you have fared
the White House seem to be plen November, I could hardly walk
tiful - not to mention emotionally without feeling faint, and the situ under a system like the one the
president is proposing?
charged and designed to evoke ation got progressively worse.
Considering
the
urgency
of
I might still be waiting for ap
empathy, there are other stories
your
situation,
how
would
you
proval
for the surgery due to
for us to be aware of.
rate
the
policies
and
care
of
the
slowness
of the system (based
Particularly interesting is the
story of Paul Bayer, a senior at hospitals, doctors and insur once again on a Comparison to the
Canadian/European model), but
Olivet who experienced a life- ance companies overall?
Very
good.
There
was
only
one
more
than likely I would not even
threatening heart condition just
doctor
in
the
world
who
could
have
been
correctly diagnosed due
two years ago. In the spring of
2007, Paul felt the first tremors of take a stab at the problem I had. to having to stay with a local or re
what he would later find out was He did a tremendous job and the gional doctor. I had already been
an extremely rare case of mitral care at the hospital was excellent. diagnosed incorrectly by a local
valve dysfunction - a problem The insurance didn’t pay as well doctor who didn’t have the slight
involving the heart’s papillary as it would have if the surgery est idea of the enormous problem
was done locally. But this was the I had. So I probably wouldn’t
muscles.
For Paul, an avid athlete and only place in the world where the have had the choice of all the best
ONU varsity basketball player at surgery could be done right. Af options for my surgery. In addi
terward, it was a hassle with the tion, I would have gone back to
. . .
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playing
playing basketball
without knowing of
the intensity of my
heart condition, and
would have possi
bly died as a result.
Therefore I strongly
disagree with the
new proposals.
W hat, if any
thing, would you
do if you were in
charge of reform
ing the healthcare
system?
I wouldn’t totally
revise the system.
I would support a
public option, but
overhaul of the entire B a y e r sh o w s h is sc a r after b e in g the
system is a very rash fo u rth p e rso n in h isto ry to have th is
decision when con surgery.
templating such a complex Issue.
Think about governmentThe standards in regards to ap run programs thus far: Cash for
proving policies should be clear: Clunkers - the most basic of plans
black and white for all to know failed disastrously» How can we
and see, laid out beforehand. If expect a government who can’t
the government were to do any run a basic program such as that
thing, it would need to be very to be able to run a multitrillion
specific in laying out unchange dollar health care system-which
able details —a real tough thing has direct effect on the fives and
to do on such a massive scale.
health of all American citizens?
W hat advice would you give I don’t just disapprove of all this
your peers at Olivet in under because of my own situation. I
standing the healthcare issues truly believe it is in the best inter
now on the table?
ests of. all Americans nbt to have
People need to research things the government in control of too
for themselves and not be spoon much of the health care system.
fed by the media. The media al
ways have a certain bias and bend
facts for their own purposes.
1_

Spoons 4 Forks preps for tour
President Scott Hale discusses the secrets o f improv, new events
and the group’s plans to go on a nationwide tour this summer.
W H Y 'S P O O N S 4
FORKS'?
M ost students don't know where
Spoons 4 Forks got its name. However,
some of the group members have pro
posed some theories: •
"[The name Spoons 4 Forks] came from
the legend of Old Man Grinson. He was
traveling in Denmark about nine years ago
when he carrie across a small cafe that
specialized in soup. Now, in Denmark
they apparently use forks to eat it, espe
cially in this one, because this cafe's spe
cialty was potato soup. (They would eat
the potatoes with the forks and then drink
the broth.) However, Old M an Grinson
didn't want to use a fork, so he went next
door with a fork he swiped and exchanged
it for a spoon at the next door pub. Good
O I' Grinson. met one of the original S4F
members on the street one day and told
him the story...the rest is history."

— senior Brad Moore

' PHOTOS BY KELLY HOLCOMB

Junior Alex Green, senior Charlie Leimann and senior Josh Hjort im
prov a story using lines from real play scripts at the first Spoons 4
Forks show o f the year on Sept. 12.

6§po|>ps 4 Forks exists] to make people laugh, to
prove Christians can have fun and to provide good
clean comedy.
. -Scott Hale, senior
► CATHY SCHUTT

which were featured at the group’s first
performance.
cschutt@olivet.edu
Spoons 4 Forks put on their first show
of'the
year on Saturday, Sept. 12. Audi
• “Dustonia” Vanderhoof, dressed as
Wonder Woman, was leaving a costume, tions for the group took place the next day:
party Saturday night when suddenly, Won About 40 people tried out.
The seven returning members of Spoons
der Woman’s arch-nemesis sprang up and
4
Forks
formed a panel of judges during
shot her with a laser.
And that’s how she died at Cripple the two and a half hour audition time. After
one night of call-backs, they seleoted two
Creek.
new
members - senior Phil Culver and ju
This and other quirky mishaps can only
nior
Spencer
Cook.
be conjured up by die members of Spoons 4
“What
I
like
about the group is their
Forks, Olivet’s own improv comedy team.
ability
to
be
God-centered
while bringing
Spoons 4 Forks began in 2002 as a sub
joy
to
others
and
themselves,”
Cook said
set of Green Room. It emerged as an inde
after
becoming
a
member.
“God
has given
pendent club in 2007.
S4F President Scott Hale, senior, said so many different gifts, and I consider cre
the purpose of the group is “to make people ativity and humor to be gifts that Spoons 4
laugh, to prove Christians can have fim and Forks is giving back to him.”
The group looks for two things when
to provide good clean comedy.”
scouting
out new members - wit and clean
. A typicalJSpoons 4 Forks show is com
humor.
prised of several improv games in which
“One of the things we emphasize is that
one member asks the audience for a prompt,
you
have, have, have to keep it clean,’?.
like an ideal vacation spot, and creates a
Hale
said to the group of students trying
situation from that prompt. Another mem
out.-“We’re
a Christian group.” He said
ber might ask the audience for the name of
they
also
look
for people who will help the
an occupation and then assume that'char
other
members
of the team during a game
acter. As the game progresses, a conflict
and
who
won’t
hog
all the attention. .
inevitably arises between characters, and
“The one undeniable rule of improv is
humor is bom.
Hale said some of the games the group ‘yes ... and,’” Hale said. “You accept what
plays are “improv staples” that have al the other person says and build on it.. .even •
ways been a part of improvisational come if it doesn’t fit with what you were think
dy. Other games are spoofs of those played ing.”
At the end of the first show, Hale sur
on the ABC improv show “Whose Line is
prised
the crowd by announcing that the
it Anyway?” And some games the group
group
is
going on tour this summer.
members created themselves, such as “Re
In
a
later
interview,. Hale said that the
member That One Time” and “‘Earlier,? ,
tom- came about because all the .current

members of Spoons 4 Forks, with the ex
ception of Alex Green, are seniors this
year. Hale said the members of the group
always talked about going on tom, but it
never seemed within their reach. However,
this year they decided to go for it.
The'tom is slated for mid-May to late
June. For six weeks, the Spoons 4 Forks
team will be traveling across the nation, to
perform at churches, camps and commu
nity events.
But how can this handful of guys spread
the word about their tom beyond the Olivet
community? That’s where you come in.
Spoons 4 Forks is asking for dedicated
fans to become part of their “street team”
to help spread the word about the tom by
booking- events and finding places for the
members to stay during their travels.
Because of their increasing popularity
with Olivet students, Spoons 4 Forks will
now be holding single shows in Kresge
or double shows in Wisner each month.
The team also has a number of new events
planned for this year to raise money for the
tom, including:
►Traveling shows to Indiana, Michigan
and Illinois
►Secret shows that will be held in unusual
locations and publicized through word-ofmouth alone
►One-night-only events in which" a single
improv game will be played for an horn
►A date auction
►Various other events to raise money
The next Spoons 4 Forks show is sched
uled. for Saturday, October 24.; , £ ; 1

"In 2002, there was a group of freshman
boys who lived together in Chapman Hall
who were notorious for pranks. In the fol
lowing years, the boys continued to live
together, and planned elaborate pranks
with each other all the time,.developing;
quite a reputation. In their junior year,
they decided to switch all of the spoons
and forks-in the cafeteria as a quick and
easy prank. This wasn't really clever, in
ventive, or even very annoying, so most
people just laughed them off. They quickly
became known as those "spoons for forks",
guys, and when they started up their own
improv team later that year, the name giv
en to them by their poor prank stuck."

— senior Dustin Vanderhoof
•
"Shortly after the first crusade, the Tem
plars, before they were known by that
name, returned home to England..They
had managed to capture a secret map to
the location of the Holy Grail. They knew
they must protect this secret from the evil
of men at all costs. So they engraved the
directions on a silver spoon and fork and
created an elite team of warriors to protect
them. When word got out about the pow
er of the spoon and fork, the Turks'sent
out a massive force of 3000 men to take
them. The protectors of the spoon and fork
fought long and hard, but they could not
stand against such a massive force. Real
izing that they had no other options, they
began to improv. The Turks loved them so
much that they laid down their arms and
let them go free, and since that time, se
crets of the spoon and fork have been pro
tected by comedy."

— senior Tyler Hull
"The legend goes that when the
founders of the team were freshmen,
before they even had met, they were
both eating dinner at the same table.
One. had accidentally picked up two
spoons and the other, two forks. Hav
ing noticed this, they swapped—
spoons for forks. This was the begin
ning of their friendship and, a few
years later, the name of their fledgling
improv team. O r at least that's how I
heard it."
-
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Oxford, up close and personal
remainder of the week Fleetwood
researched all areas of her topic.
nanderso@olivet.edu
She attended lectures and had ac
cess to the same resources as Ox
ecisions,
decisions,
ford students.
decisions - go to Cos
The tutorials were a challenge,
ta Rica to live with a
she said. The professors were able
host family and be
to tell if a student was presenting
come immersed in Latin Ameri
authentic knowledge or if they
can culture, or study at one of the
skipped out on the research.
most esteemed universities in the
“You had to have a genuine
world?
understanding and knowledge to
These were choices facing se
succeed,” Fleetwood said.
nior Ainsley Fleetwood when she
There were about 60 students
decided to study abroad during
from various Christian universi
the Spring 2009 semester. Fleetties in the United States who par
wood, always ready to take on a
ticipated in the Oxford program.
challenge, jumped at the oppor
They lived in a house or “minitunity to rub shoulders with themansion” with a set of house
educated, upper-class British at
parents. Their house was next
Oxford University in England.
to a park, which Fleetwood said
She took advantage of the pro
“looked like Narnia.”
gram .ONU provides for students
Fleetwood had a forty-minute
called BestSemester. The Oxford
walk to the university. She ate
program is geared towards aca
sweet potatoes, pasta and cereal
demics, Fleetwood said, unlike
since she had to cook for herself
other programs such as the Latin
while staying there. On occasipn,
American program where the ex
she would eat out and order Eng
perience is more cultural-.
land’s famous fish ‘n’ chips for
Fleetwood, an English educa-'
dinner. •.
tion major, received 17 college
And every day they would have
credits that transferred back to
a break and drink tea.
Olivet and even replaced a few of
* “Tea time is for real,” Fleether English courses.
wood said. “We had it four times
When she first arrived at Ox
a day.”
ford, Fleetwood went through a
'CulturallyBEngland was not
5-day orientation. After the se
too shocking to Fleetwood. She
mester of schoolwork began, she
felt very comfortable and loved
had two tutorials a week where
listening to the accents. She said
they would discuss a topic. The
► NATALEE ANDERSON
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Ainsley Fleetwood explored the city o f Oxford during
her free time last semester. Here, she climbed 12 4 stairs
to the top o f University Church o f St. M ary the Virgin,

Students fight for life WMvvz
CATHY SCHUTT

and thinking that there was a baby human life and want to prevent
named Mandy who would never lives from being lost in the fu
cschutt@olivet.edu
be rocked was a very moving ex ture.
“I believe that all babies have
perience for me.”
Saving lives. That is what thè.
Olivetians for Life also coordi the right to live, no matter what
student-led ministry Olivetians
nates a baby bottle drive in No the circumstance,” Spence said.
for Life is all about - saving ba
vember to collect spare change “There are much better alterna
bies from being taken out of this
and participates in the Walk for tives to abortion, like adoption or
world before they even have a
Life in the spring to raise money parenting.”
chance to experience it.
All students have the opportu
for the pregnancy center.
According to co-leader Sarah
A few times a month, members nity to demonstrate their passion
Staal, Olivetians for Life exists
volunteer their time at the center . for life during Sanctity of Life
“to minister to the women of the
by cleaning, folding baby clothes week fn January.
community and at the pregnancy
This week began after the Roe
and doing other miscellaneous
center.$S
vs. Wade case in 1973. Accord
tasks.
Members of OFL work with the
PjrWe are there [to do] whatever ing to a 1998 article in The Hu
Living Alternatives Pregnancy
they need to make sure their op manist, Roe vs. Wade was “the
Resource Center in Kankakee.
eration runs smoothly,” co-leader landmark Supreme Court ruling
They raise money for the cen
Becka Spence said. “It’s very re that recognized (not created) ev
ter through events like Rock for
ery woman’s right to terminate a
warding.”
.
Life.
OFL began when the group’s pregnancy.”
This year’s Rock for Life took
OFL uses Sanctity of Life week .
former co-leaders, Alissa Woods
place on Saturday, Sept. 12 at
and Elena Norman, heard anti to spread awareness about the
Kankakee First Church of the
abortion activist Jill Stanek speak devastating effects of abortion
Nazarene. The Olivetians for Life
to the Olivet community. Spe
in 2005.
team and members of the com
Stanek is a former nurse in the cial events planned for the week
munity sat in rocking chairs and
Labor and Delivery Department include a guest chapel speaker, a
rocked for hour-long shifts to
at Christ Hospital in Oak Lawn, day of silence and a day for stu
raise money for the Living Alter111. She took a stand against abor-< dents to carry baby dolls with
hatives Pregnancy Crisis Center
tion after seeing the aftermath them throughout the day to re
in Kankakee.
of live-birth abortions, in which member the lives that have been
“What struck me the most was
babies are delivered prematurely lost to abortion.
being given a nametag with a ba
The Olivetians for Life minis-*
and then left in a room to die on
by’s name on it,” junior Tabitha
their own. Sometimes the babies try speaks for the ones without a
Eckert, a member of OFL, said
are alive for several hours before voice in our world. As Proverbs
of the Rock for Life. “Everyone
they die. After hearing Stanek 31:8-9, one of the group’s key
who came in the door for the
speak about fighting for the lives verses, says, “Speak up for those
fundraiser was given a nametag
of the unborn, Woods and Nor who cannot speak for themselves,
with a baby’s name on it and
man decided to form Olivetians for the rights of all who are des
[rocked] in a rocking chair to re
titute. Speak up and judge fairly;
for Life.
member that that baby wouldn’t
Members of Olivetians for Life. defend the rights of the poor and
get to be rocked. My baby’s name
are passionate about the value of needy.” (NTV)
was Mandy. Rocking in the chair

Pava

being there was like being in a
tnovie.
She noticed one big cultural dif
ference, however. The Christians
in England Saw no problem with
drinking alcohol, Fleetwood re
called. She remembered one man
who said he would go to church
and immediately go drinking af
ter the service with other church
members. Fleetwood said they
just had different outlooks and
did things differently from many
Christians in America.
Although a majority of her trip
was academic, Fleetwood found
time to fit in some traveling as
well. She made short trips to
France to see the Eiffel Tower and
to Ireland to see the beach and the
beautiful countryside.
Looking back, she described
her semester as a “blur or distant
memory.” She felt she was chal
lenged academically and chal
lenged in seeing different aspects
of Christianity in other parts of
the world.
Fleetwood encourages every
one to spend some time abroad,
whether it is in Oxford, England,
or in another country.
“I feel like it would be sad if
someone couldn’t go because
of finances because [studying
abroad] is such an opportunity to
find out about different people,
find out more about yourself and
learn about other cultures,” she
said.
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Broadway Revue at Olivet
Friendships
built through
performance
^ALY GIBSON
agibsonl@olivet.edu
The dancing, the singing, the acting, the
excitement. All of these and more were
key elements for the popular student-led
Broadway Revue in Kresge Auditorium on
Sept. 18 and 19.
Each year, ONU plays home to many
different musicals, plays and various con
certs. After months of preparation, deci
sions and agreements, the drama club,
Green Room, found themselves ready.for
another Broadway Revue of acting, singing,
choreography and lots of laughs. Students
auditioned three weeks before the show’s
debut for parts from admired Broadway
musicals, such as “My Fair Lady,” “Jekyll
and Hyde,” “Grease” and “The Wiz.” ^
“The cast begins practicing at the begin
ning of the school year and does so almost
every night of the week until show tim eB
senior Liz Bernhardt said.
With what is Considered a hectic prac
tice schedule, challenges and hardships
present themselves; Performers and crew
had to navigate rehearsals and find time to
fit them into their daily class regimen.
^ “Taking a lot of time out of your sched
ule to focus on the show [was a challenge],-”
junior Jerry'Scheller said.
But the cast and crew still found ways
around the commotion in order to produce
another show that is a staple in the Olivet
community.
Thought the show happens every year,
it always looks different.
According to Bernhardt, Scheller, and
fellow cast-mate junior Seth Athialy, the
whole show changes from year to year.
“The biggest difference by far is the
song selection,” Bernhardt said. “The
show is shaped and ran by what songs are
used.”
Scheller also adds that more of the

(Top) The cast performs the number “Gaston” from “ Beauty and the Beast.?*;(Left to right) Sophomore
Michael Bishop plays Gaston, junior Matthew Kee convinces senior Elizabeth Bernhardt to stay in school
duing “ Beauty School Drop Out,” and freshman Allison Wiseman sings to “ Forget About the Boy.”
performances this year were with larger
groups.
“Previous years have had more solos,”
he said. “The bigger groups are more fun
to watch from the audience [though],BH
But Athialy found that on a personal
level, he could relax a little more between
numbers this time around.
“The last two years I had been in five
to six numbers, some back-to-back in the
show, making for quite a challenge,” he
said.STThis year, I only had one main song
so it was a lot more laid back.”
But with challenges and worries aside,

the cast and crew found Revue to be a fun
and unique bonding experience, whether
they were behind the scenes, on stage or in
the orchestra pit.
“A lot of the freshmen and underclass
men really did bond,” senior Anna Smit
said. “They were always goofing around
and having fun together.”
Athialy agrees.
: “It brings together a group of people
that most likely without it, would never get
to interact with each other,” he said. “This
allows for great new friendships.”
The cast even found similarities with

MusicReview: Relient ■
►NICOLE BRENNAN
nbrennan@otivet.edu

it* I don’t need to remind you of Relient K’s suc; cess since they debuted over a decade ago, but
f l will because it is awe-inspiring. They have re
leased five full-length albums (three went Gold),
five EPs and a Christmas record. Their success
has taken them all around the world touring and
playing on Christian and secular radio. Their
power pop/punk sound has brought them far, and
leads them into this new album, “Forget and Not
Slow Down,” which releases on Oct. 6. They
will be at the House o f Blues in Chicago on Oct.
13th.
; Regardless of their fame (or in spite of it) I was
never a fan of Relient K. Most songs were too re
petitive, with goofy lyrics, for me to like. (Need I
remind you of the song “Gibberish” on their third
album?)
I have since seen the error in my ways, and
have changed my tune. I can’t help but hum along
<tp their songs. This new album in particular takes
away their goofy puns and has mature humor
mixed with the great sound that fans have always
heard from them. The title track, “Forget and Not
MHBi

Slow Down,” grabs the listener’s attention and,|
expresses deep emotion hiddenrin well-written.;:
phrases such as “I could’ve done better, but what better would ‘what ifs’ do?”
“Forget” holds some fantastic singles, such as'S
the pow-er ballad “I Don’t Need a Soul” and the {
rousing track, “Part of It.” These two are surely I
to become hits and have already been played to
screaming fans at Relient K’s recent concerts. -•
These two songs carry the same sentiment as the ;
title song but explore the deeper feelings of rejec
tion and longing to be accepted.
The major theme of this album is easy to see!
and hard to deny. It encourages the listener with ‘
each track to move on, keep hope and cherish hap- \
piness. Guitarist Matt Hoopes says, “The songs |
that tend to be the fan favorites in the past are the !
ones about making mistakes but ultimately m ov-|
ing past them.” Well, this album is chalked full of l
them. Hoopes (and this entire album) reminds us, i
“No matter what trials you encounter in your life, .!
it doesn’t have to be the end of your story. Youl
can move on and be happy and experience joy,Si
And who doesn’t need to hear that these days?3§l
H H H H i■ I Ih
H
h I
-i

each other in which performances were
their favorites. BemhardjgjSmit and Athi-.
aly both liked the Grease number “Beauty
School Drop-Out”, while Scheller enjoyed
“Brush Up Your Shakespeare^? from the
play “Kiss Me Kate£§ He liked it “because
it was simple but hilarious.”
• So yet another Broadway Revue has
made its way through the campus of Ol
ivet, leaving behind another year of memo
ries and songs to enjoy, whether you were
in the audience or center stage.
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Movie review: “The Informant”
, ► DANIEL SCHINDEL
dschinde@olivet.edu

I’m pretty sure most of this
readership is unfamiliar with
Mark Whitacre. After all,, the
events that made him famous all
transpired back in the early ‘90s,
when we were busy playing with
tinker toys and drinking juice
out of sippy cups. But Whitacre
impacted us all more than you’d
think. That juice we were drink
ing? Odds are there was an ad
dictive substance in that drink
produced by Archer DanielsMidland, the company Whitacre
worked for. In November 1992,
Whitacre revealed to the FBI
that ADM was part of a world
wide price-fixing conspiracy. He
was the highest-ranked corporate
whistleblower in U.S. history.
“The Informant” is based on
Whitacre’s years spent recording
conversations among ADM exec
utives to build a case against them
for the FBI. But the character of
Whitacre himself complicates the
already-intriguing tale. With Matt
Damon in his shoes, we see how
Whitacre nearly sabotaged the in-]5
vestigation several times due to
his own bumbling. Suffering from
episodes of alternating grandios
ity and paranoia, stemming from
undiagnosed bipolar disorderv Whitacre took actions that seemed to defy all common sense, such as
checking the wire in his briefcase
in the middle of a meeting. All of
this is played for laughs, along
with Whitacre’s inner mono-

Art
Bjfifg. ►CLAUDIA VOICU

Jgi
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ous action-oriented roles, he
gained 30 pounds and grew
an ugly ‘90s mustache for
this role. He effortlessly con
veys Whitacre’s psychosis.
i
You feel the pressure he suf
fers under the constant threat
of discovery. When his own
web of lies starts to weave
■
tighter around him, you get
his increasing desperation.
Scott Bakula and Joel McHale
turn in good performances as
Whitacre’s long-suffering FBI
Q H |
handlers. Melanie Lynskey
is solid as Ginger Whitacre,^
Mark’s loyal wife, who stands
by him through and through
but also pushes him to do the
right thing, and is ultimately
the most moral person in the
film-.
Soderbergh has never
been the most conventional
of directors, and this movie is
no exception. He has a quirky
[style that matches the movie’s
PHOTO COURTESY OF HTTP://CRIBBSTElffi5^.'WORDPRESS.COM dfyious tone The lighting
Matt Damon plays high-ranking corporate whistleblower Mark W hitacre in the W arner
the
Brothers film “The Informant.” Steven Soderbergh directed this film, which saw a haul iiveiy ‘7QS piano, all too ap
o f $ 3 .7 million on its first day in the box office. The movie is rated R for language.
propriate coming from Marvin
Hamlisch, who scored “The
logues, where we get a peek into one point, a character proclaims as baffling as you might expect.
Sting.”
These and the psychedelic
his addled, bizarre thought pro that four white men in a meeting There are no clear-cut good or
cesses. While an agent lectures make “a crime scene.” But direc-S bad guys here, and if that isn’t font used in the titling lend a retro
him on proper procedure, he pon tor Steven Soderbergh doesn’t to your tastes, you may want to feel to the proceedings. The film
ders the hunting habits of polar spare the critical eye from the .stay away. .The film is rated ft, is a fun human farce, and it’s a
good ride, if you’re willing to go
bears.
main character either. Despite his out the only offensive content is
If that doesn’t sound like your heroic actions, Whitacre turns out a relatively small slew of strong with it. I would probably give it a
rating of 8 out of 10.
kind of humor, then “The Infor to be hiding some less-than-legal language.
“The Informant” is currently
mant” might not be for you. The dealings of his own. It’s this sort
Damon does an especially
playing
at the Meadowview The
movie takes a darkly satirical of contradiction that the movie commendable job as Mark Whi
ater.
look at corporate workings. At explores, and it turns out to be tacre. A far cry from his previm

I

perfect opportunity for senior art
students to expand their visions
gvoicu@olivet.edu
in a different dimension.
“The graphic .designers will
Looking up at the sky and seebe able to project their images in
■nag the stars is interesting, but
;hot nearly as appealing as having space rather than on a flat wall
■an art expo inside a planetarium and that will create a whole new
dimension of spacious art,” Wil
dome.
sf Every year there is an art ex- liam Greiner, chair of the depart
; position for seniors giving them ment of art and digital media,
the opportunity to gain some said.
Professor Steve Case, Dom
experience in a real-life gallery
brosky and Greiner, along with
setting. But space was getting
' tight, which called for innova the entire art department, are
responsible for the upcoming art
tive thinking. And what better
show.
exhibition venue to add this year
“Steve wanted to do something
than in the recently renovated
creative
with the Planetarium.
Strickler Planetarium?
Scott
and
I were looking for a
“The hallway outside the
place
to
create
an evening filled
dome was a perfect fit, with long
with art, where people have the
flat walls and a lighting system
already installed. It required option of walking from one gal
minimal effort for the maximum lery to another,” said Greiner.
The department of art and
impact,” gallery director Scott
digital
media had been planning
Dombrosky said. There had al
to expand the expo for almost a
ready been talks about ways
the technology could be used to year now. The planetarium was
bring art students and the plan-, “tested” as a venue by running
a slideshow inside before they
etarium shows together.
The result of the cooperative made the final decision.
“We’re really excited to see
effort is .that student art will not
what
happens this year with the
only be seen along the planetari
full
gallery
exhibitions, (from
um walls, but also projected into
graphic designers to painters to
' the dome, creating a 3D effect.
The exposition in the plan sketchers)” said Dombrosky. To
etarium’s “3D space” givc^ a make it more visible, the depart
ment is focusing on inviting the

go 3 D Q & A: Lopez
on the Runway
With guitarist/vocalist T.J. Martinson
► NICOLE BRENNAN

PHOTO ILLUSTRATION
■ KLLLY HOLC OMB

The planetarium beJcomes option for senior
art shows.
Kankakee-area community to
the shows.
.1
For art students, the expo is
the cherry on top. “The show
is sort of our final project as se
niors,” Daniel Oliver, senior a rt .
student, said. “The main point is
to talk about our work, do a little
PR and try to get the community 1
involved.”
The shows will take place
every Thursday night beginning
Sept, 29, at Higher Grounds, ]
Brandenburg Gallery in the
basement of Ludwig and Strick-;
ler Planetarium

it in the undertones of all of our
music
if you listen for it. We all
nbrenna@olivet.edu
have the right heart making these
Q: How did you get into mu-, songs and playing this music, and
I think that comes out in out mu-;
sic?
■
A: I started playing pianq in sic.
Q: What is your favorite’venue
kindergarten, but I first played the
to play?
guitar in fifth grade. In “Back to
A: Romer’s Bakery before it
the Future” Marty McFly picked
moved.
The brick walls really
up a guitar and played a Van
made
it
feel
homey. There was a
Halen song. I thought that was
green
room
for
the artists before
the coolest. The band started as
you
went
on.
It
really made us
a really good way “to pick up
feel
important.
chicks” but then we all really de
Q: What’s next for Lopez on
veloped a passion for it.
the Runway?
Q: How long have you and
A: We just recorded an EP
your bandmates been together as
(“The
Babylon”) which we hope
Lopez on the Runway?
to
get
released by November or
A: It’s been three years, but
December.
We have written some
I started with a band, Regent’s
new
songs
and
plan to be touring
Way, in eighth grade. From there,
the
Midwest
and
hopefully down
the bass player (Josh Bruner) and
South next semester.
I played some acoustic sets. We
Q: You area all still in high
then found Jesse Parks (drums)
school.
What about plans after
and created Lopez.
that?
Q: How do you incorporate
A: All of us, minus Blake Boie
your Christianity into your mu
(guitar),
are going to take a trip to
sic?
.
A: We avoid saying that we are India. We really hope to work in
Christian because it puts that label an orphanage or at a church, but
on us. Christianity is a part of us we are still hammering out those
though and it is the deeper mean-j. details. After that, we plan to re
ing in all of our songs. You’ll find cord another album.
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Cheerleading: A m an’s sport
Exploring the life of male cheerleaders at Olivet
ANDI MCCANN
amccann@olivet.edu

With more than 2,600 tradi
tional undergraduate students on
campus, only six get to claim this
title.
These six find themselves yell
ing at large crowds of people
while watching men violently
get knocked to the ground. They
stand with their female counter
parts, working hard to build pyra
mids using no bricks and no blue
prints. By completing these tasks
they have rightfully earned their
title: male cheerleader.
Olivet’s cheerleading squad is
comprised of 29 members, six of
whom lack a significant amount
of estrogen. These cheerleaders,
Anson Workman, Doug Banker,
Michael Bishop, Michael Alexan
der, Ryan Herr and Jordan Mau
rer definitely add diversity to the
team. Their majors range from
English education to film studies,
with their previous cheerleading
experience at slim to none.
Alexander is the only one who
cheered prior to his Olivet debut.

cheerleaders re
Cheering his senior year -,
sponded with ner
of high school opened ¿ ,
vous smiles. They
the door to cheering col- ™ I wafthrowing weights over my
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' .“It is really difficult, but I think
cheerleader began in elementary as well as before games. Work
school when he saw big guys man said the male cheerleader without the competition it takes
throwing cheerleaders to the ceil typically takes part in one of two away the sportsmanship of it,” he
ing. However, attending a high positions in a stunt. As a base, he said, adding, “I mean, that’s what
school that did not have any male mentioned that he would be sup sports are. You’re trying to beat
cheerleaders, Bishop said he was porting the body weight of up to someone else.”
Banker found out Olivet’s
forced to wait until.college.
three additional people, or rough
After playing a yeaj of football ly 300 pounds. The other option stance on this issue. He registered
for ONU, Bishop found himself is throwing a stunt or tossing a for Wellness class and asked
working out in the weight room.
cheerleader on top of an already whether he needed to take the lab
“I was throwing weights over formed pyramids
because athletes in school sports
my head and thought, ‘Eh, I could
Even with all this physical ac are not required to do so.
Banker recalls being told that
do this, with a girl.’’’ Bishop said. tivity, there is still some debate
From there he decided to join the whether cheerleading deserves to “cheerleading didn’t count be
cause it wasn’t an athletic sport,
be called a sport.
squad.
When asked about this, the male such as golf.”
-The squad practices for two
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Banker said he thinks that,
cheerleading should be considered
a sport at the collegiate level.
“People get injured all the time
and we’re hurt and getting stron-1
ger,” Banker said. “It’s.a lot of
time and energy to be considered
not a sport.”
Whether cheerleading is con
sidered a sport or not, there is no
doubt that the male cheerleaders
use their strength and abilities
to lift others up, both physically
and emotionally. They said that
the average ONU fan only cheers
when something outstanding is
happening on the field or court.
“We understand that the big
plays are easy to cheèr for, but
anyone we cheer for needs to be
lifted up, even when they’re not
doing as well, and that’s just as
important,” Bishop said.
These ONU few are outnum
bered on the sideline, but they
recognize their, architectural im
portance as they build with hu
man life instead of bricks.
This group of six works hard to
endure this life: the life of a male
cheerleader.

Fantasy update
Advice for weeks three and four
DUSTIN BRIGGS
dbriggsl@olivet.edu

Week three
• The Lions are probably tired
of being picked on at this point,
but there is no reason to suggest
that their porous defense is go
ing .to slow anyone down any
time soon. This makes Washing
ton Redskins quarterback Jason
Campbell a legitimate spot starter
this week against the Lions. The
ground game is likely to be where
nlost of the points are, but two or
three touchdowns are certainly a
possibility.
• Check on thé availability of
both Michael Bush and Camell
“Cadillac” Williams. Both are
still not owned in many leagues
but are getting enough carries to

deserve a look. Bush has a good
upside against a poor Denver de
fense, and Cadillac, when healthy,
is still an enormous talent.
• Teams in need of a consistent
tight end should give Kevin Boss
a look. He is evolving into one
of Eli Manning’s favorite third
down options, and though he may
not get a ton of targets, he is ef
fective when called upon.
Week four
• Mark Sanchez showed signs
of brilliance during his first out
ing, and though it can’t be ex
pected that he will be so fortunate
every week, he will likely need to
throw a lot to keep up with New
Orleans’ high-paced passing at
tack. Look for a lot of yardage out
of the youngster in this one if it

turns into the shootout the Saints
are looking for.
• Think twice about starting
your Chargers. The Steelers con
tinue to be stingy, and though
the points have to come from
somewhere in the game, I would
probably try to find a safer op
tion. Consider Shaun Hill against
the Rams or Joe Flacco against
New England over Philip Rivers.
And check into Jamal Lewis for
a replacement runner and Ahmad
Bradshaw if return yards count in
your league.
• Almost no one owns San Fran
cisco’s defense, but they should,
for this week. The Rams have for
gotten how to score points, and
Patrick Willis and company aren’t
going to help to jog their memory
at all in this one.

Sports shorts
Women’s soccer and volleyball ranked
MATTHEW CAWVEY AND
MICHAdR VANDERHEI
mcawvey@olivet.edu
and mvanderh@olivet.edu

• The volleyball team, now
ranked 14th, is on a four-game
win streak entering competition
today. The recent success fol
lowed a five-loss streak in which
Olivet lost to schools including
Concordia University, Westmont

College and Point Loma Nazarene University all from Cali
fornia.

The Tigers take the field tomor- •
row at Hannibal-LaGrafige Col
lege.
- ,

• The 20th-ranked women’s
soccer team leads the Chicagoland
Collegiate Athletic . Conference
with an 8-1-1 record. Their latest
victory came 2-0 on Wednesday
against Trinity International.

•• Three Tiger athletes were
named as National Christian .Col
lege Athletic Association players
of the week of Sept. 14-20. The
athletes are senior Josh Ayers for
the men’s soccer team, freshman
Meghan Pipal for the women’s .
soccer team, and freshman Will
Cummings for the football team.

• The men’s soccer team is not
ranked but has a winning record.

Genuine Slow Smoked BBQ
Pulled Pork, Beef Brisket,
Ribs & more!
70% Olivet Student discount
with discount card.
Djne-ln, Drive thru,
Carryouts and
delivery available.
665 N. Convent Street
Bourbonnais
815-933-7500
www.jimmyjosbbq.com
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M en’s soccer spicing it up
Internationals add zest to American-style sport
dedication.
. Correa is from Brazil and is one
gvoicu@olivet.edu
o f three international players on
the team.
It’s all about positions this year . The international players not
for the men’s soccer team.
only face the challenge of trying
To make sure they come out top out- different positions, but they
in the conference tournament, the also have to adjust to “American •
coaches are moving the players soccer.” Correa played midfield
around on the field to find file best forward most of his life, but had
fit - a step which could ensure to change position when he came
they maintain last year’s winning to the United States two years
streak.
ago.
Assistant coach Mauricio Dos
Correa thinks U.S. soccer is
Santos said that winning the. con similar to British soccer, which is
ference tournament is the team’s a lot faster and the focus falls on
main goal.
long passes. In comparison, ^Bra
“My definition of success in zilian soccer is. focused a lot more
soccer is to win; there is no other on technique.
way,” he said. “We’ll definitely
Dos Santos also said that soccer
be competing for the first spot and here is different than in his native
even though it’s a tough confer country of Brazil.
ence, I have faith in our team.”
“Brazilian soccer is a religion.
To place them on the road to Kids are raised with the ball at
victory, the coaches are rotating their feet, playing street soccer
the players to find the best player every day seven days a week,
for each position. Jose Villa, se every single month and nonstop
nior captain, said this approach is all year round. Here in the U.S.,
one of the team’s main short-term soccer is just one more of many
goals.
different sports.”
Villa said that the only way to
Senior midfielder Vincent Mkhsucceed and win the conference wanazi, who comes from South
tournament is if the team plays Africa, thinks that the American
every single game with all they style of playing soccer is a lot
have. Forward Raphael Correa more relaxed. Players are given a
said this takes hard work and bit more freedom and are not as
CLAUDIA VOICU

strict a s in SQUth A fr ic a .

“The difference between here
and home is that results are the fo
cus point (in the United States),” Mkhwanazi said. “In South Af
rica the way we play (technique)!
is more important, because if it
is done right, it takes care of re
sults.”

Upcom ing
schedule
9/26 AT Hannibal
Lagrange C ollege
9/30 AT Robert Morris
University
10/3 Cardinal Stritch
University
10/6 AT H oly Cross
C ollege
10/9 AT University o f St.
Francis

On Sept. 16, the Tigers won 4-0 against Gos
hen College.

N ew club touches down
Weekly event offers aninside look at the Tigers football team
MICHAEL VANDERHEI
mvanderh@olivet.edu

Don Lee’s Touchdown Club is
a new event that offers the cam
pus and community a look at what
the ONU football team is doing
and how the Tigers plan to attack
their opponent for the upcoming
week.
“It gives them an opportunity
to meet me and talk about the
game on Saturday, not just seeing
it from the bleachers,’* Don Lee,
head football coach, said of the
club.
Lee said the club is a great tool
for the campus and community to
get involved in Tiger football and
for them to ask any questions they
may have about the team.
“They went a little easy on me
today with the questions after a
tough loss last Saturday,” Lee said
after the first game of the season,
when Olivet lost 3-55.
The idea of the club came from
PHOTO BY MICHAEL VANDERHEI'
Lee and Jeff Enfield, who is a part
of the business relations team at Don Lee, Olivet’s head football coach, meets once a week with people interested in
Shine.fm and helped coordinate Tiger football.
the club.
“It flowed out of a conversation underwrite the cost of holding tions each week throughout the
“I think I’m going to have a bet
between coach Lee and myself such an event.”
Tiger football season and occur ter feel for what their strategy is
and he was wondering if we could
Some of the sponsors include every Monday a tll:3 0 a.m.
and then getting a glimpse at the
do it,” Enfield said.
Aurelio’s Pizza, Chicago Dough
Craig Bishop, public safety di competition and how we’re going
“I really put his idea in motion Company and Sodexo. The events rector, attended the first-ever club to hit them,” Bishop said.
by having sponsors who helped will be held at one of these loca meeting.

Upcom ing
schedule.
9/26 Southern
Nazarene University
10/3 AT Walsh
University
10/10 AT Trinity |
International

•• 'Don'Lee’S '^ l
Touchdown Club
meets every Monday
• at 11:30 a.m. at the
Warming I ^ u s e or
off-campus at Aure
lio ’s Pizza or Chicago
Dough Company.

